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Introduction 
 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of a study performed under a Scholarly 
Research Grant provided by the Santa Fe Trail Association.  The objective of the study is to 
plot the “Sibley Survey” on base maps contained in the National Park Service’s Santa Fe 
National Historic Trail, Comprehensive Management and Use Plan, Map Supplement (May 
1990).  We will refer to those as the NPS Base Maps. 
 
In addition to the Santa Fe Trail Association and its Scholarly Research Committee, we 
wish to acknowledge Mr. Craig Crease for providing key documents and for his 
encouragement and assistance, Ms. Brooke Safford with the National Park Service for 
providing extra copies of the Map Supplement, and the late Harry Myers for providing 
electronic copies of important documents related to the survey.  It is with great 
disappointment that Harry was not able to participate further in this study. 
 
Overview of the Expedition 
 
In late 1824, Missouri Senator Thomas Hart Benton was agitating for a government road 
from Missouri to the Mexican Boundary.  A bill authorizing a road to the Mexican 
Boundary underwent a metamorphosis into one authorizing a road to be surveyed and 
marked from Missouri to the Mexican settlements (Santa Fe).  March 3, 1825 such a bill 
was signed into law by President John Quincy Adams.1  Of the three Commissioners 
appointed to oversee the task, George C. Sibley emerged as the leader and the driving force 
behind the survey which became known as the Sibley Expedition. 
 
The Sibley Expedition began its survey near Ft. Osage, Missouri July 17, 1825.2  After 
entering what is now Kansas, the men and animals were tormented by green flies to the 
point they had to travel at night and could not perform their survey in the manner they had 
hoped.  They were not able to make a reconnaissance of the country to mark out the best 
route.  This continued until they reached approximately what we now call Diamond Spring.3  
 
They then surveyed westward to the Mexican Boundary, which was the Arkansas River on 
the north and the 100th meridian on the east, where they arrived Sept 11, 1825.4  They had 
no authorization to continue the survey into Mexico, and they remained in camp several 
days contemplating what to do.  They decided that two of the three Commissioners, with 
most of the men and equipment, should return to Ft. Osage, and the other Commissioner 
(Sibley), Surveyor Brown, and a few of the men and their equipment should travel to Santa 
Fe to spend the winter and await instructions.5 
 
Sept 22, 1825 Sibley, Brown, and party started for Santa Fe (via what we now call the 
Cimarron Route), making only cursory notes and determining the latitude of notable points, 
with expectation of making a detailed survey on their return trip.6 
 
On October 19, after crossing the Canadian River, Sibley decided that the horses would not 
hold-out to Santa Fe, so he decided to go to Taos (San Fernando) instead.  To reach Taos, 
the supplies and equipment were carried over the mountains on pack mules (hired from 
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Taos) via the pack mule trail, and the weakened horses hauled the two empty wagons to 
Taos to prove the existence of a wagon road over the mountains.7 
 
The party arrived in Taos Oct 30, 1825.8   In late November, Sibley, Brown, and a few 
others then traveled to Santa Fe where they spent the winter while most of the remainder of 
the party wintered in Taos.9  Sibley returned to Taos March 8, 1826,10 and apparently spent 
the spring and most of the summer trying to get permission to complete the survey in 
Mexico. 
 
After finally receiving authorization from the Mexican Government to complete the survey 
in Mexico,11 Sibley, Brown, and party left Taos Aug 24, 1826, arrived at the Mexican 
Boundary September 16th, 12 Walnut Creek (Great Bend of the Arkansas) Sept 23, and Ft. 
Osage Oct 12, 1826.13  On their way east they performed the survey of the portion of the 
route west of the 100th meridian.  They also corrected some of the previous year’s survey 
east of the 100th meridian to show preferred routes, but did not have time to correct the 
survey of the first 160 miles east of Ft. Osage.12  The corrections east of the 100th meridian 
in 1826 are evidenced by the maps not in all cases agreeing with Sibley’s diary going west 
in 1825.14 
 
Then on May 18, 1827 Sibley embarked on the re-survey of the first 160 miles west of Ft. 
Osage, making corrections to note the preferred or recommended routes of travel for the 
Santa Fe Road.15  June 10 they reached Diamond Spring, and turned around, returning to Ft. 
Osage July 8, 1827.16   
 
On September 20, 1827 Sibley bundled up the survey notes in his possession and sent them 
to Brown for Brown to assemble into a field book and into maps drawn to a large scale; 
Sibley asked that this all be completed by Oct 20.17   Apparently this was accomplished, and 
Sibley’s report to the Secretary of the Dept. of War was ready by October 25 and signed 
October 27, 1827.18  
 
Previously, on October 13, Brown had written to Sibley enclosing a table of survey data.19  

That table clearly shows the extent of the 1827 re-survey.  The fact that the dates of the 
survey from the 100th meridian to Taos run “backward” in the table (as described in 
Brown’s letter) shows that the survey of that portion of the route did in fact occur on the 
return trip in 1826.  The table contains no indication of corrections made in 1826 to the 
eastern portion of the survey. 
 
Some Comments and Observations 
 
The Field Book:  The Field Book of the Expedition, with a map of the route on one page 
(Figure 1), and a corresponding narrative description of the route and compilation of 
mileages on the facing page (Figure 2), was not a surveyor’s field notebook at all.20   
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   Figure 1    Figure 2 
 
 
A surveyor’s field book would contain the distances measured along straight lines, the angle 
or deflection when direction of the survey was changed, astronomical observations to 
determine latitude, and probably other technical information.  In the introduction to the 
Field Book, Surveyor Brown, in fact, says as much: “It is deemed unnecessary to annex a 
complete copy of the courses and distances.”21  Instead, the Field Book is intended to be a 
guide to travelers: “It is thought a map of the road in this form, with the brief remarks and 
directions, would be useful to such as may travel it.”21 
 
The Field Book was not prepared in-the-field as the survey progressed.  Instead, the Field 
Book was assembled in October 1827, after Surveyor Brown obtained a supply of paper of 
acceptable quality19 and received the survey notes from Sibley.  Brown assembled the Field 
Book from the actual surveyor’s field notes from the surveys completed in 1825, 1826, and 
1827.  Those notes are probably the six bundles of papers Sibley sent Brown on September 
20, 1827 17 as Sibley would have needed the original field notes to perform the correction 
survey in 1827. The distances reported in the final Field Book are slightly different than in 
the Oct 13, 1827 table, indicating the Field Book was completed between Oct 13 and Oct 
20, 1827.   
 
What was surveyed:  It is also clear that the maps of the survey in the Field Book do not 
represent an exact survey of the Santa Fe Trail as it was actually traveled at the time.  
Instead, a survey was made which generally followed the route of travel from Missouri to 
the Mexican settlements --- the route established by traders from 1821 through 1824, a 
period of a mere three years.  What the maps depict is a combination of actual locations of 
points on the trail in some places, and in other places deviations from the established route 
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that Sibley thought would provide easier or shorter travel.  In addition, in general, the maps 
in the Field Book are composed of relatively long straight line segments and do not depict 
every twist and turn in the trail, particularly so in the western portions of the survey. 
 
Field Book Maps:  The maps in the Field Book are plotted at a scale of 1 inch = 4 miles.  
The maps are rather unique. --- South is “up” and West is to the right.  In other words, the 
maps are presented upside down and backwards from normal map conventions.  In that way, 
reading left to right, the mileage increases on the page as one goes west (to the right) from 
the beginning near Ft. Osage; likewise, reading from bottom to top, the mileage increases on 
the page as one goes south (upward) from the beginning near Ft. Osage.  As Brown stated, 
“The progressive marginal numbers from the bottom to the top of the map, show the 
southing and those from left to right show the westing from the commencement.” 22 
 
Surveyor Brown also prepared a map depicting the entire survey on one map at a scale of 1 
inch = 20 miles.  That map will be discussed in more detail later in this report.    
 
Joseph C. Brown, Surveyor 
 
The surveyor chosen to be in charge of the surveying for the Expedition was Joseph C. 
Brown, one of the more noted and capable surveyors of the time.  Among other things, 
Brown had determined the base line for the Fifth Principal Meridian (1815), the Osage 
Indian Line from Ft. Osage to the Arkansas River (1816), boundaries of the Incorporated 
Limits of St. Louis (1820), and the Kansas-Missouri Line south of the Kansas River as well 
as  the Arkansas-Missouri Line (1823).23  For the 1815 survey, Brown ran the base line 
(East-West) and Prospect K. Robbins ran the Meridian (North-South).  Those two lines 
became the basis for other land surveys and was the Louisiana Purchase Initial Survey 
Point.  Brown and Robbins determined that the two lines met at Longitude West 91o03’42” 
and Latitude North 34o44’ in the middle of a swamp in present day Arkansas.  That point 
has since been checked using modern methods, and is found to be less than one-inch from 
the location determined by Brown and Robbins,24 quite remarkable given the surveying 
equipment in use at the time. 
 
Apparently, Joseph Brown also possessed a sense of humor.  While surveying in the swamp 
in 1815, he noted the character of the land:  “This would be good land were it not subject to 
inundation.”  And, “Terrain seems to consist of briers and swamp, alternating with swamp 
and briers.” 24 
 
Brown was in charge of the surveying in the 1825-1826 surveys for the Sibley Expedition 
from near Ft. Osage to Taos and return.  However, neither he nor Gamble is in the list of 
personnel involved in the 1827 re-survey west from Ft. Osage in 1827.25  We can only 
assume that Sibley (and perhaps some of the men in the re-survey party who were on the 
first expedition) thought he knew enough about surveying by that time that he did not need 
Brown in the field.  He only needed Brown at that point to assemble all of the survey notes 
into a Field Book and maps. 
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How They Did It 
 
The general procedure was to use a surveyor’s chain (Figure 3) to measure distances along 
straight lines (called chaining26) and a magnetic compass (Figure 4) to determine the 
direction (called a bearing27) in which they were going.  These measurements were 
supplemented by astronomical observations using a sextant to determine latitude.28 
 
 
 

 
 
    Figure 3 – Günter’s Chain 
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Figure 4 – Early Surveyors Compass 
 
 
Brown did not have the equipment necessary to accurately determine Longitude.  He did 
periodically make what he believed were fairly accurate determinations of Latitude.  He also 
believed his distance measurements were good and bearing measurements were reasonably 
accurate.  After surveying along several straight line segments, he would use the measured 
distances and bearings to compute how far West and South he had traveled.  He would then 
use observations of Latitude to check his computed Southing, and make any necessary 
corrections.  In this way, he believed his Southings were good (because of observations of 
latitude) and his Westings nearly so. 
 
The information in the Field Book would imply that all distances were chained, and 
distances are, in fact, reported in the Field Book in Miles and Chains.22  Distances were no 
doubt determined by chaining in 1825 from near Ft. Osage to the Mexican Boundary, and in 
1827 from near Ft. Osage to Diamond Spring.  From the Mexican Boundary to Taos in 
1825, as previously mentioned, a detailed survey was not made.  Instead, “the distances 
were not measured, but were estimated by time and the travel of wagons and horses 
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frequently corrected by the Latitude.  It [the map] will be found nearly correct it is believed 
as to Westing quite so as to Southing.” 29   In other words, he believed his Latitudes were 
“good,” but the Longitudes were “OK” due to the distances being estimated.   
 
For the 1826 survey from Taos to the Mexican Boundary, the methods used are not 
described.  Due to the rapidity with which the 1826 survey was performed, it is difficult to 
imagine that the entire distance was chained, even though the distances between locations 
are reported in Miles, Chains, and Links.19  Perhaps the number of revolutions of a wagon 
wheel was used to determine distances; we just do not know for sure.   
 
The following table summarizes the four surveys. 
 

 
Segment Surveyed  Year Miles/day Distances 

 

Near Ft. Osage to Mexican 
Boundary 1825 6.8 Chained 

 
Mexican Boundary to Taos 1825 9.2 Estimated 

 
Taos to Mexican Boundary 1826 15.0 ??? 

 
Near Ft. Osage to Diamond Spring 1827 6.7 Chained 

  
 
Where Did They Start? 
 
Given the importance of the survey, and the care with which it was performed and 
documented, it is rather surprising that the point of commencement is not precisely defined.  
Brown notes that the latitude of Ft. Osage is 39o11’50”. 29   Brown states that the point of 
commencement for the survey is 1-3/4 miles south of old Ft. Osage, and that the latitude of 
the point of commencement is 39o10’19”.22   When calculated from Brown’s data, the point 
of commencement is 00o01’31” of latitude south of Ft. Osage.   
 
Archibald Gamble says, “The road commences a mile or two south of Fort Osage, upon a 
line run some years ago as the boundary of the Indian lands.”  Gamble is presumably 
referring to the Osage Line of the 1808 Treaty. However, record of that survey has not been 
located, and so we are left to speculate, to some degree, on the location of the point of 
commencement of the survey.30  
 
Let us assume the old gate at the western point of the stockade is the location of Ft. Osage 
for purposes of the 1825 survey.  Going from that point due south 1-3/4 miles parallel to the 
western boundary of Missouri31 would put the point of commencement at 39o09’44.47” N 
Latitude and 94o11’33.08 W Longitude on Google Earth.  The point of commencement 
would be not far east of Buckner-Tarsney Road, just north of the power line easement.  That 
point is 22.3 miles east of the western boundary of Missouri which corresponds to the Field 
Book map. The point is 00o01’31.21” Latitude south of the old gate of Ft. Osage, which 
compares with 00o01’31” from Brown’s determinations of Latitudes.   
 
Although our stated point of commencement at 39o09’44.47” N Latitude and 94o11’33.08 W 
Longitude on Google Earth may not be perfectly correct, it is probably not far off.  This 
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point seems reasonable with respect to the topography and the known location of the Osage 
Trace / Santa Fe Trail to the southeast.32 
. 
How Accurate Were They? 
 
The accuracy of the survey is rather astonishing, especially considering (1) the equipment 
and methods used, and (2) the inherent errors in determining bearings, chaining distances, 
and determining latitudes and (3) there was no way to verify and correct the survey along 
the way except by observation of Latitude. 
 
According to the Field Book, Taos is 616.1 miles west and 191.5 miles south of the 
beginning point of the survey, for a calculated straight line distance of 645.2 miles.  Using 
Google Earth, the straight line distance from the point of commencement to the square at 
Taos is 650.2 miles.  That is a difference of 5 miles in 650.2 miles, an error of  0.77 
percent.33  
 
Small Scale Map 
 
As mentioned earlier in this report, Brown also prepared a map depicting the entire survey 
on one map at a scale of 1 inch = 20 miles.  The map is available on-line from the Library of 
Congress34 and is presented in ‘pdf format’ as Appendix F.  The hand written text has been 
transcribed and is presented in Appendix C.   
 
In all probability, the map was drawn by Surveyor Brown shortly after arrival in Taos in late 
1825.  The map, therefore, depicts the first map of the survey prior to any corrections being 
made to the survey in 1826 and 1827.35 

 

 The map is presented in the conventional format, North being “up” and West being to the 
right.   The map is very interesting for a number of reasons. 

� The hand-written text contains valuable details about how Brown established the 
Latitude and Longitude used on the map.  

� The hand-written text explains how distances were determined between the Mexican 
Boundary and Taos in 1825. 

� The map shows the location of rivers, settlements, trading posts, and camps far 
removed from the route of the survey.  Locations of some of those features were 
likely determined from Brown’s earlier surveys, but some locations were estimated.   

� A table of latitudes of certain points along the survey is presented.  
� The detail of the route between the Rock Crossing of the Canadian River and Taos 

depicts both the pack trail and the wagon road. 
� The location of San Fernando (Taos) is different than shown on the Field Book map. 

 
Field Book 1”=20mi Map  Difference 

  Southing  191.5 mi     193 mi       1.5 mi 
  Westing  616.1 mi     599 mi     17.1 mi 
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� The Westings on the 1”=20 mi map between the Lower Spring and Taos are 
different than shown on the Field Book map.  The following table compares the 
Westings (in miles) scaled from the Field Book and scaled from the 1”=20 mi map. 

 
Location  Field Book 1”=20mi Map  Difference 
Lower Spring       389         389          0 
Cr. Near Upper Spr.      449         448          1 
Louse Cr.       478         473          5 
N. Bend Turkey Cr.      448         473          5 
Point of Rocks       538         525        13 
Rock Cross. Canadian      557         544        13  
Pt. near Ocate Cross.      575         558        17 
Taos        616         599        17 
 

The differences are most likely due to the fact that for the 1” = 20 mi map west of 
the Mexican Boundary “the distances were not measured, but were estimated by 
time and the travel of wagons and horses frequently corrected by the Latitude.  It 
[the map] will be found nearly correct it is believed as to Westing quite so as to 
Southing.” 29   If that is the case, then the error due to estimating distances is 17 miles 
in a distance of approximately 360 miles, which is on the order of 4.7% --- not bad, 
in our opinion. 

 
� Perhaps the most puzzling feature is the location of Ft. Osage depicted on both the 

Field Book map and the 1” = 20 mi map (Figure 5).  Both maps show Ft. Osage as 
being on the south side of the big bend in the Missouri River (about at the location of 
today’s  south end of the railroad bridge, in the coal storage area of the power plant) 
instead of on the west side of the bend.  Both maps show the beginning of the survey 
being due south of Ft. Osage. We have no definite explanation of why the location of 
Ft. Osage is depicted as it is in the survey documents.36 
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Figure 5 (from 1” = 20 mi map) 
 

Present Study 
 
Preliminary Work:  In 2005 we electronically scanned the maps from the Field Book, and 
electronically connected them together to form a strip-map of the survey from Cottonwood 
Crossing to the Little Arkansas Crossing.  We chose those two points on the theory that (a) 
the location of major features along the Santa Fe Trail might be determined by 
Sibley/Brown with greater care than other points, (b) the location of those major points 
probably did not change significantly during the life of the Trail, and (c) we were familiar 
with that portion of the Trail.  We expected some systematic error in the Sibley/Brown 
survey, and expected to have to adjust the scale of the survey to plot it correctly on modern 
maps.   
 
We then electronically scanned modern maps and electronically connected them together to 
form a strip-map of the same area. When we made both strip-maps the same scale and when 
we electronically over-laid the maps onto each other, the end points (Cottonwood Crossing 
and Little Arkansas Crossing) corresponded exactly without any scale adjustments.  The 
only adjustment was to rotate the Field Book Map slightly (north was slightly different on 
the two maps), but the distance between the two crossings matched exactly.  Also, as 
suspected, the location of intermediate features (such as Running Turkey Creek and Dry 
Turkey Creek) did not correspond exactly and the survey route deviated slightly from the 
route of the Trail as recorded in 1857 and 1865 public land surveys. 
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We then repeated this procedure for Cottonwood Crossing to the Neosho Crossing at 
Council Grove and from the Little Arkansas Crossing to Walnut Creek Crossing using 
enlarged/reduced photo copies and a light table.  Again we observed excellent agreement of 
the end-points of  the survey map and modern maps, with some deviations of the routes in 
between.  From these initial trials, we concluded the entire route could similarly be mapped, 
and we made application for a Scholarly Research Grant to repeat the procedures for the 
entire survey.  Of course, as it turned out, this remarkable agreement between the survey and 
modern maps was the exception rather than the rule, and was somewhat unique to the 
portions of the survey selected for our trials! 
 
Initial Methodology:  Based on the initial success of our trials, we then electronically 
assembled a strip map of the Field Book Maps from the Field Book for the entire survey 
from near Ft. Osage to Taos.  We did the same with modern maps utilizing the maps in the 
NPS Map Supplement as our modern base map. When we overlaid the two maps, our 
problems began. 
 
East of Council Grove, it was clear that the survey route deviated significantly in places 
from route of the SFT shown on the NPS Base Maps, and it was difficult to confidently 
assign points that should be common to both maps. 
 
West of Walnut Creek Crossing, we could more confidently assign points that should be 
common to both maps, but the scale of the survey had to be frequently adjusted to match the 
base map; and, the adjustments were not uniform.  And the rotation or differences in north 
between the maps was not uniform. Also, when matching major landmarks that should be 
common to both maps, we observed significant deviations between the routes --- deviations 
that were topographically nonsensical and clearly not attributable to Sibley’s “adjustments” 
to achieve a preferred route.   
 
It became clear that our initial methodology of simply using key points to adjust the scale of 
the survey and to rotate the survey to match the base map would not produce a satisfactory 
result. 
 
Adopted Methodology:  We abandoned the idea of creating an electronic strip-map of the 
Sibley Survey, and then trying to force a match of certain key points many miles apart on 
the maps (Taos to Rock Crossing of the Canadian as an example).  Instead, we decided to 
individually orient each Field Book Map to the NPS Base Map as best we could.  We 
oriented the maps using the location shown on the Field Book Maps of stream crossings and 
landmarks, along with topographic maps and Google Earth terrain photos, supplemented by 
the text mileages of the Field Book.  We chose not to adjust the scale of the individual Field 
Book Maps.  Instead, we made both the Field Book Map and the Base Map the same scale, 
and oriented the Field Book Map for a “best fit” to the Base Map. We chose this approach 
so that the maps would “speak for themselves”; we chose not to “rubber sheet” the Sibley 
maps to fit our interpretation of what the survey should have shown. 
 
We attempted to make the Field Book route remain continuous as we transitioned from map 
to map, but that was not always possible.  We also attempted to match major landmarks that 
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should be common to both the Field Book Map and the NPS Base Map, but that, too, was 
not always possible.   
 
The location of streams and other features that are shown on the Field Book Map, but which 
are not actually intersected by the survey route, are only estimations and were not 
determined by survey.  In other words, the location of a stream crossed by the survey was 
determined with some accuracy, but the location of that (or other feature) stream shown 
either side of the surveyed route is an estimation only, and may differ markedly from its 
actual location.   
 
As the reader can quickly appreciate, trying to achieve agreement among four sets of maps 
(NPS Base Map, Field Book Map, topographic map, Google Earth images) plus the text of 
the Field Book, and also have continuity between maps is a much more involved task than 
originally envisioned.  Of course, where we have good agreement between the Field Book 
Map and NPS Base Map (such as in the vicinity of Council Grove) the process is simplified.  
 
Because the Sibley Survey was plotted on a gird representing square miles, there is a 
tendency to assume the survey is much more accurate than it actually is.  With our 
understanding of the GLO surveys ---- where the location of the Santa Fe Road is 
determined to the nearest foot and the location can be accurately reproduced on the ground 
today --- there is a tendency to view the Sibley Survey in the same way.  Not so.  The GLO 
surveys have reference points (section corners) on a mile grid.  The Sibley Survey has no 
such reference points (except, perhaps, at the western boundary of Missouri) that can be 
accurately reproduced on the ground today, and a relatively few points that can be 
approximately located with any degree of certainty.  No latitudes and longitudes were 
correctly determined.  In addition to the inherent errors in the determination of bearings and 
distances, there are plotting errors in creating the maps.  The pencil line alone is a tenth of 
mile wide, and the plotting accuracy is probably plus or minus one or two tenths of a mile.   
 
In our opinion, the Field Book Maps of the Sibley Expedition are what they are portrayed to 
be in the Field Book introduction --- a guide to travelers and not a precise map.  The 
location of the Santa Fe Road shown on the Field Book Maps should be considered 
approximations only, accurate to perhaps several tenths of a mile.  Nevertheless, the survey 
is an amazing surveying achievement and an important document in the history of the Santa 
Fe Trail. The Expedition contributed greatly to the understanding of the geography of the 
west and was relied upon for subsequent surveys of the west.37 
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Discussion of Plots of the Survey 
 
The following table presents an index to the Field Book map and text pages referenced in 
this report. 
 

Field	   Field	  	  
	  Book	   Book	  
	  Map	   Text	  
	  Page	  No.	   Page	  No.	   Description	  

	   	   	  
	  

1	   Title	  page	  (on	  left)	  

	  
2	   Blank	  (on	  right)	  

	  
3	   Crossed	  out	  title	  page	  (on	  left)	  

	  
4	   Blank	  (on	  right)	  

	  
5	  &	  6	   Introductory	  Text	  

7	   8	   Map	  on	  left,	  mileage	  and	  description	  on	  right	  
9	   10	   "	  

11	   12	   "	  
13	   14	   "	  
15	   16	   "	  
17	   18	   "	  
19	   20	   "	  
21	   22	   "	  
23	   24	   "	  
25	   26	   "	  
27	   28	   "	  
29	   30	   "	  
31	   32	   "	  
33	   34	   "	  
35	   36	   "	  
37	   38	   "	  
39	   40	   "	  
41	   42	   "	  
43	   44	   "	  
45	   46	   "	  

	  
47	  &	  48	   Text	  relating	  to	  Map	  on	  Page	  45	  

49	   50	   Map	  on	  left,	  mileage	  and	  description	  on	  right	  
51	   52	   "	  
53	   54	   "	  
55	   56	   "	  
57	   58	   "	  
59	   60	   "	  
61	   62	   "	  
63	   64	   "	  
65	   66	   "	  
67	   68	   "	  
69	   70	   "	  

	  
71	  &	  72	   Text	  relating	  to	  Map	  on	  Page	  69	  

73	   74	   Map	  on	  left,	  mileage	  and	  description	  on	  right	  

	  
75	  &	  76	   Text	  relating	  to	  Map	  on	  Page	  73	  

 
 
Following are brief discussions of the maps presented in Appendix G.
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Overview  
 
The “Overview Map” presents the Field Book Maps assembled end-to-end from near Ft. 
Osage to Taos.  This overview gives the reader a general sense of how the Field Book Maps 
relate to each other after they were oriented to the NPS Base Maps.  This is useful to 
visualize how adjustment of the orientation of one Field Book Map affects the orientation of 
the other maps. 
 
Point of Commencement 
 
Map FB07:  The Field Book Map was oriented to the Point of Commencement, the Missouri 
Boundary, and the mouth of the Kansas River. 
 
Map FB09: The Sibley route seems to follow the Olathe Cut-off on the NPS Base Map as 
far southwest as present Gardener, KS. 
 
Map FB11:  The Field Book Map deviates significantly from the route shown on the NPS 
Base Map.  Note certain creek names --- Big Cut-off and Branch of Cut-off --- possibly 
indicating Sibley marked-out a cut-off from the trader’s established route of the time. 
 
Map FB13:  The Sibley route converges with the NPS Base Map route near Simmons Point 
Stage Station. 
 
Map FB15:  The Sibley route shows reasonable correspondence to the NPS Base Map route. 
 
Map FB17:  A portion of the Sibley route lies south of the NPS Base Map route. 
 
Council Grove 
 
Map 19:  The Sibley route shows excellent agreement with the NPS Base Map route. 
 
Map FB21:  The Sibley route generally lies south of the NPS Base Map route.  Note the 
dotted line on the Field Book Map labeled “Waggons Sometimes keep this rout & head the 
little creeks.”  The location of the dotted line is an estimation only, not a surveyed route, as 
evidenced by the dotted line crossing major streams.  We believe the dotted line is an 
approximation of the route shown on the NPS Base Map.  
 
The location of the Santa Fe Trail shown on the NPS Base Map is not correct in the vicinity 
of Lost Spring.  For a correct map of the Santa Fe Trail in the vicinity of Lost Spring, see 
the following drawing for the plaque erected at the Lost Spring Historic Site. 
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Cottonwood Crossing 
 
Map FB23:  The Sibley route shows reasonable correspondence to the NPS Base Map route. 
 
Map FB25:  The Sibley route appears to take a more direct path than the route on the NPS 
Base Map from Sora Kansas Creek westward to the crossing of the Little Arkansas. 
 
Map FB27:   The Sibley route shows reasonable correspondence (although with some minor 
deviations) to the NPS Base Map route. 
 
Map FB29:  There appears to be some confusion on the part of Sibley with respect to “Cold 
Water or Cow Creek”, perhaps from trying to interpret the field notes two years after the 
survey.  Sibley’s location of the crossing of “Coldwater or Cow Creek” appears to 
correspond to Little Cow Creek on the NPS Base Map.  The Sibley route appears to have 
passed several miles south of Ralph’s Ruts, re-converging with the NPS Base Map route at 
present Ellinwood, KS. 
 
Walnut Creek Crossing 
 
Map FB31:  It appears Sibley’s route was closer to the Arkansas River than the Santa Fe 
Trail shown on the NPS Base Maps.  The location of the Arkansas River on the Sibley map 
is an approximation as discussed previously. 
 
Map FB33:  Sibley’s crossing of the Pawnee Fork is clearly adjacent to present Ft. Larned 
State Hospital, and not at the location described in Sibley’s diary.  Also, see Note 14.  The 
Field Book Map is skewed with respect to the adjacent maps, probably because this area 
contains one of the corrections made on the return trip in 1826.  We oriented Sibley’s map 
based on the locations of Clear Creek (present Coon Creek), Pawnee Creek Crossing, and 
(to some degree) Crooked Creek (present Ash Creek). 
 
Map FB35:  Sibley’s route closely corresponds to the NPS Base Map’s Dry Route. 
 
South Bend of the Arkansas 
 
Map FB37:  Sibley’s route appears to closely follow the north bank of the Arkansas River.  
The text on Page 38 of the Field Book mentions the route up Mulberry Creek (Lower 
Crossing of the Arkansas).  Notice the location of the Caches (Gravel Rock) on the Sibley 
Map compared to the NPS Base Map.  Also mentioned in the text is a crossing of the 
Arkansas 3.5 miles southwest of the Gravel Rocks for those taking a more direct route to the 
“Semaron Spring.” 
 
Map FB39:  Note the relative locations of Point of Rocks on the NPS Base Map and 
Sibley’s Rock Bluffs.  This illustrates a typical dilemma:  It would appear the Sibley map 
should be “moved” about a mile east to match the Rock Bluffs with Point of Rocks on the 
NPS Base Map, while in the same area it would appear the Sibley map should be “moved” 
about a mile west to match Gravel Rock with The Caches on the NPS Base Map.  This 
illustrates one reason we attempted to orient the maps based on the surveyed location of 
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stream crossings and topography, rather than based on “current wisdom” for the locations of 
Santa Fe Trail landmarks. 
 
Map FB41:  Sibley’s route appears to closely follow the north bank of the Arkansas River.  
The jog in the Sibley route corresponds with Point of Rocks near present Garden City. 
 
Map FB43:  Not far west of present Garden City, Sibley’s route crossed the Arkansas River 
and continued westward along the south bank of the river.  This is a significant deviation 
from the Santa Fe Trail shown on the NPS Base Map. 
 
Leaving the Arkansas 
 
Map FB45:  The Sibley map would place Chouteau’s’ Island a short distance southwest of 
“Mound on Hill” at approximately 37o53’04” North latitude and 101o21’08” West longitude 
on Google Earth.  Sibley’s route runs due south from the point where his route leaves the 
“Small Dry Creek” (present Bear Creek Pass) and passes through present Ulysses, KS. 
 
Map FB49:   Sibley apparently intersected the Cimarron River at Wagon Bed Spring, and 
then continued southwestward along the north bank of the river. 
 
Map FB51:  Sibley’s map (with a jog at the location of Point of Rocks described in the text 
on page 52 of the Field Book) indicates that Middle Spring was closer to Point of Rocks 
than shown on the NPS Base Map. 
 
Map FB53:  It is somewhat difficult to correlate Sibley’s route and the location of the 
Cimarron River with the NPS Base Map in this area.  This may be due to changes in the 
channel of the river over the intervening almost 200 years.  It is curious that in this area the 
route of the Santa Fe Trail shown on the NPS Base Map is noted as being “Surveyed by 
U.S. in 1826-27.”  We would like to see the documentation for that statement! 
 
Upper Spring of the Cimarron 
 
Map FB55:  The location of the Upper Spring corresponds nicely on both the Sibley and the 
NPS maps.  Elsewhere on this map, the Sibley route deviates significantly from the route 
shown on the NPS Base Map.   
 
Map FB57:  We believe that Sibley did not cross Louse Creek (present Corrumpa Creek) at 
McNee’s Crossing, but instead crossed a few miles to the southeast.  Sibley’s route appears 
to deviate substantially from the route of the Santa Fe Trail shown on the NPS Base Map. 
 
Map FB59:  The Sibley route appears to re-converge with the NPS Base Map route in the 
vicinity of Turkey Creek/Turkey Creek Camp.  Westward, the locations of the routes on the 
two maps show good agreement. 
 
Map FB61:  The Sibley route and the NPS Base Map route coincide westward to the vicinity 
of Pilot Mountain (present Round Mound).  From Round Mound westward the Sibley route 
lies considerably south of the NPS Base Map route. 
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Point of Rocks, NM 
 
Map FB63:   The Sibley route and the NPS Base Map route re-converge approximately 7 
miles east of Point of Rocks, and then essentially coincide westward. 
 
Map FB65:  Sibley’s location of Point of Rocks, Creek 10 L[inks] (present Chico Creek), 
and the Rock Crossing of the Canadian, correspond nicely to the same features on the NPS 
Base Map. 
 
Map FB67:  From the Rock Crossing of the Canadian, Sibley’s route proceeded west-
southwest to the intersection of what would become the Mountain Route of the Santa Fe 
Trail.  His map corresponds nicely with present topography.  Sibley’s route is clearly visible 
in the aerial images on Google Earth, but is not shown on the NPS Base Map.  
 
Entering the Mountains 
 
Map FB69:  Sibley’s map corresponds well with present topography.  Key points for 
orienting the map are the “gap” near Ocate, NM, and the crossing of the dividing ridge at 
present Osha Pass (on map 73). 
 
Map FB73:  Sibley’s map corresponds well with present topography, although Sibley’s map 
is apparently not exactly to scale.  Here we did not have NPS Base Maps and have shown 
the Sibley map superimposed on a current topographic map.   
 
Conclusion 
 
We believe the maps of Appendix G present a reasonable orientation of the Sibley’s Field 
Book Maps onto the NPS Base Maps.  Our intent is to make available to other researchers 
the information needed to further study and perhaps refine the location of the route of the 
Sibley Survey.  To that end we will make available upon request the raster files of the Sibley 
Maps and NPS Base Maps with corresponding geo-referencing data files in ArcGIS format, 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 14 North.  This zone of the UTM system 
covers most of the Santa Fe Trail route and was selected because this coordinate system 
allows for extrapolation beyond the edges of the zone while still maintaining the desired 
placement accuracy.  It is for this reason that the U.S. Military uses the UTM coordinate 
system all over the world. 
 
All comments on our work are welcome and can be sent to the authors in care of the Santa 
Fe Trail Association, 1349 K-156 Hwy, Larned, KS  67550 info@santafetrail.org .
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